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Strategic Management is identification and illustration of the strategies that management implements in order to attain superior financial results for their organization, especially, in comparison to the competitors in the same industry. Strategic management can also be observed as the set of decisions undertook by a manager impacting the results of the organization's competitive performance. Detailed analysis of the available information and creative utilization of resources (may not be unique) is necessary for taking important strategic decisions. While taking strategic decisions, significa The strategic management process aims at delineating the organization's strategy. It is defined as the process by which managers make a choice of a set of strategies for the organization to achieve efficient functioning and higher accomplishments. Strategic Management Process – Steps. Strategic management process is defined by four major steps which can be defined as follows: Environmental Scanning- Environmental scanning refers to a process of collecting, scrutinizing and providing information for strategic purposes, analyzing the internal and external factors influencing the organization. After gathering the required data, management evaluates it on a continuous basis and strives to improve its resource database.